Prospective insulin-based ophthalmic delivery systems for the treatment of dry eye syndrome and corneal injuries.
The presence of insulin (INS) receptors on the ocular surface (OS) and lacrimal gland (LG), and the high prevalence of dry eye syndrome (DES) and corneal lesions in diabetic patients suggest that INS is relevant for OS homeostasis and wound healing. The study aims at developing delivery systems for the topical administration of INS to the OS in order to improve INS local bioavailability and evaluate the influence of the delivery systems on DES in diabetic rats (DM) (n = 05/group). Chitosan microparticles (MP), chitosan/poloxamer gel (GEL) and MP-loaded GEL (GELMP), with or without INS were developed. Formulations were instilled into the eyes of diabetic rats (DM) for 15 days and the tear fluid volume, corneal cells morphology and cornea thickness were assessed and compared with an aqueous dispersion of INS (DISP-INS). All delivery systems had pH of about 6, osmolality suitable for topical application and positive zeta potential. The MPs with or without INS had sizes close to 4 μm, spherical morphology and INS encapsulation efficiency of 77 ± 6%. DISP-INS and GELMP-INS formulations produced tear secretion amounts significantly higher than those receiving formulations containing no INS and similar to healthy animals. Cornea surface impression cytology showed that treatment with INS-delivery systems and not DISP-INS almost normalized cells morphology. Treatment with GELMP-INS increased INS by 2.5 in the LG and eyeball as compared to the groups treated with GEL-INS and MP-INS, while treatment with DISP-INS left no traces of drug in the eye after treatment termination. GEL and GELMP containing INS were also able to normalize the thickness of the corneal epithelia. In conclusion, GELMP-INS normalized tear fluid volume, corneal thickness, protected corneal cells morphology and increased ocular bioavailability of INS, making it a promising treatment strategy for DES and corneal lesions.